In this paper, we present a Multi-class Support Vector Machines (M-SVM) application to remote-sensing SAR image classification. M-SVMs are an n-ary extension of Support Vector Machines (SVM), introduced by Vapnik within the framework of the Statistical Learning Theory. In this article we use the M-SVMs in order to classify a ERS-1 SAR multi-frequency survey of Torre de Hercules coast, Spain (December 13, 1992), preprocessed by a gray-level scaling thanks to a selfimplemented Matlab function. Main objective of this work is evaluate the classification performances of M-SVMs in comparison with most frequently employed Neural Network and Fuzzy classifiers. The proposed algorithm returned interesting results with respect to Neural Network and Fuzzy classifiers, having a reliability factor around to 94%.
Introduction
Nowadays, SAR radars allow to make remote surveys with better performances than optical or infrared applications; moreover, SAR radars can be even employed in remote sensing application with prohibitive meteorological situations. On this context, it is inserted the problem of a good recognizing of punctual zones inner a SAR image, according to the specific civil or military application in which remote sensing is applied. Therefore, it is very important in land cover classification using remotely sensed data that a human visual analysis is supported by an automatic methodology analysis of the same SAR imagery. One of the most significant recent developments in this field has been the introduction of nonlinear procedures, such as Fuzzy Theory and Neural Networks. In order to overcome the limitation of these techniques, a new classification system based on Support Vector Machine (SVM) has recently been applied to the problem of remote sensing SAR image classification [7] , [8] , [9] . Introduced within the framework of the Statistical Learning Theory [1] , [2] , SVMs aim at reaching the minimum of the upper bound on the error probability of a classifier, by achieving a trade-off between the performance on the training set and the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension, according to Structural Risk Minimization (SRM) principle. It has been demonstrated SRM has better performances than Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM) used by Neural Networks [3] . In this paper, we present an approach to SAR imagery classification based on M-SVMs.
Application Test of M-SVM
M-SVM classifiers are created through a training phase, more or less like Neural Network training phase. In our case, while input database is a P×Q matrix (where P is the number of parameters used and Q is the number of patterns), output database is a row vector, that is the corresponding class labels for the training patterns in input database. This means that it is possible to assign a number n ∈ N to each class as label, while projecting input database according to specific research. In our work, we have considered four statistical parameters: average, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis of a set of pixels as rows of input database. The output database, instead, was created with the codify shown in Table 1 . 1.1 Implementation of input database Each one of used statistical parameters was calculated for some boxplots (considered as characteristic samples of the classes) selected into the SAR image, as showed in Figures 1b, 1c and 1d (respectively for Sea, Petroleum and Natural Terrain classes). Each box plot is a square, which side is n l = 2 n , with 4 < n < 7. To build our pattern database, the following algorithm was implemented: 1) let us denote S as step coefficient, initially setted to 4;
2) inner each boxplot, we have considered all square sub-boxplots SxS and we have calculated their statistical values;
3) the step coefficient was multiplied by a 2 factor, and this algorithm was repeated while S ≤ 1.
This procedure was used for all selected box plots (4965 selected patterns): Table 2 shows the ranges of variation of statistical parameters. 
M-SVM classifiers implementation
M-SVM are characterized by a decision function used during training phase and called kernel. In a few words, kernel is used to find the hyperplanes of separation among the various classes. We analyzed the performances of M-SVMs using two different kernels. Whatever is the kernel, during the implementation of a SVM classifier we also need to set the weight of the cost function, that we represent as C; it is a user-selected parameter and it defines the sensibility of machine to the errors: using a big C-value means to penalize strongly the errors. More than C, we had to set a group of parameters according to the chosen kernel. We emphasize, as each parameter can be a real positive value; however, it can be chosen in a range of variation according to the specific application. This settingprocedure is necessary to obtain a confusion matrix that is as similar as possible with a square unitary matrix, because the x ij element of confusion matrix represents the probability that the single 
We have checked that an increase of the cost function does not lead to better performances. To improve the classifier we could increase λ value, but this would involve an increase of the computational complexity and the times of calculation. The second M-SVM classifier (MSVM-RBF) is RBF-based: 
As it can be observed, MSVM-RBF has performances a little better than MSVMPOLY. For both, the identification of Petroleum zone is pointed out as optimal, while the values in first and third row of confusion matrices show as classifiers have a small probability to confuse Sea class with N aturalT errain and vice versa.
A test of classification
Considering that M-SVM classifiers are based on the values of average, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis, each pixel was analysed inner a window of 5x5 pixels. In fact, to get an accurate estimate regarding the analysed pixel, it is necessary to set window dimensions with care of avoiding the probability to have a inhomogeneity inside of the same window. So, we developed two kinds of test: the first classifies the test image shown in Figure 1a pixel by pixel, considering it in a context of a 5×5 window, where it is possible. In fact, for the near-border pixel, of which we cannot acquire a 5×5 window around the considered pixel, we examinated smaller windows. The second test was carried out considering 5x5 zones too, but classifying them in a step as a single set.
The classifiers return new images as outputs, in which:
-a white-color pixel shows that the zone was classified as Sea;
-a black-color pixel shows that the zone was classified as Petroleum;
-a gray-color pixel shows that the zone was classified as Natural Terrain.
In Figures 3a, 3b , 3c, 3d, results of classifications are showed. 
Conclusion
How a visual analysis suggests, we can estimate the mean value of M-SVM classifiers reliability is around 90%, with a peak value of 94% considering MSVM-RBF based pixel-by-pixel classification. Table 3 shows a comparison among MSVM-RBF, MSVM-POLY, a MLP Neural Network (MLP-NN), a Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN), a variant of Radial Basis Network, and a Fuzzy C-means classifier (FCM), all created and trained on the SAR image showed on Fig. 1a .
We emphasize how MLP-NN performance depends on structure of test set. During test phase, each test set consists of a 4×1 matrix that is passed to trained machine. With MLP-NN, we had to normalize these test sets, but it was necessary to join each of them with the minmax matrix of training set in order to avoid pre-normalization errors and a consequently wrong classification. That means a complication of classification algorithm and a bigger classification time. Instead, M-SVM classifiers are not suscettible to these problems of misconducting the test phase, reducing problems of computational complexity. Table 4 shows a comparison of the classification elapsed times for each considered system.
As shown, MSVM classifiers work in a time period comparable to FCM, but with higher performances than MLP-NN. Instead, Neural Networks are slower than MSVMs. The graphic representations showed in Fig.  3 confirm what initially showed by the confusion matrices, also considering that the percentages of reliability pointed out in the various lines of them represent nominal values, and therefore susceptible of small modifications in a real use of the classifiers. However, that is a good result, above all if you consider that the test image was not cleaned by using, for example, a wavelet filter, and so it is still affected by speckle and fading noise. It confirms the validity of a M-SVM classifier as a nonlinear pattern recognition tool, thanks to its "wellgeneralization" ability starting from a representative set of elements of each class, selected inside the whole "universe" domain that is, in this case, the image in Fig. 1 .
